
Setting up Coding Requirements in XERA
Review workflow can be enforced when you create panels and folders in the Panels tile: a coding requirement can be set up for a panel, 
or any object on a panel. 

PARENT-CHILD CODING

Requirement Set Up in the Panels Tile

When creating an Edit Control, select the Required check box, and then 
select the Conditional Folder that will initiate the coding requirement.

When creating a parent folder, you can set up two requirements:

- Enforce coding child objects: select the Required check box.

- Auto-check parent folder: select the Automatically check... check box.

Example
Setting Pending as the Conditional 
Folder would prompt the user to 
complete the Attorney Notes field.

Example
Checking the Required check box 
would prompt the user to tag a 
subfolder or an edit control.

EDIT CONTROL CODING

Document Routing with Coding Rules

You can set up coding rules in the Coding Rules tile in Administration: these rules are a 
set of parameters that ensure proper document coding. For example, you could set up 
a coding rule that places documents in an Expert Review folder when Pending is 
selected. Rules can also be set up to email specific project members when documents 
are added to (or removed from) a folder.

For training, contact 855.915.8888 or training@iconect.com20161207

PANEL CODING
An object on the panel must be coded.

PANEL CODING

EDIT CONTROL CODING
An item must be selected or filled out.

FOLDER CODING
Once a folder is selected, another tag must be 
selected before going to the next document.

PARENT-CHILD CODING

There are two ways this can be set up: 

- Once a child is selected, the parent is automatically
checked, OR

- Once a parent is checked, a child must be checked.

GROUP CODING

There are two ways this can be set up: 

- Once a specified folder (conditional folder) is
selected, an item in the group must be selected, OR

- Once one of the items is selected, another tag must
be selected.

When creating a panel, select the Required check box.


